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Abstract: 

Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO) is a method for converting salinity gradients to power by 

allowing water to flow through a semi-permeable membrane against an applied hydraulic 

pressure. PRO already has a long history, starting from the middle of the last century, and has 

rapidly improved in recent years. In this paper, we present a historical development of PRO 

since its inception: the development of this renewable energy process has gone through several 

stages, depending on technological developments, worldwide energy demands, and 

environmental concerns. The technological progress of the process is also studied, as well as its 

cost viability and environmental impact. Finally, some ideas to further develop the PRO process 

and mitigate its detrimental effects are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The demand of energy is increasing, following economic development and the growth of 

worldwide population (Chung et al. 2012). In fact, the global primary energy demand has more 

than doubled since 1971, mainly relying on fossil fuels (IEA, 2014). The world is thus facing 

unprecedented challenges for energy supply because of the decrease in fossil fuel reserves 

(Kruyt et al. 2009), aggravated by the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) (Lewis et al. 

2011), which generate climate change (Ahiduzzaman et al. 2011). These concerns should 

provide enough motivation for drastically reducing the use of fossil fuels: Providing affordable, 

clean, secure, and adequate energy sources remains one of the world’s biggest challenges. 

Therefore, the need for renewable energy sources has increased over the last few years to meet 

the world energy demand and progressively divert fossil energy sources (Ellabba et al. 2014). 

Thus, many researchers are focusing on alternative energy sources to fulfill this demand (Post 

et al. 2007): solar, wind, tidal, wave, and biomass, have been extensively studied to provide 

secure and sustainable energy sources. Nonetheless, uneven availability of energy sources, 

complex logistics, or high installation costs are still preventing them from being widely used. 

This paper concentrates on Pressure Retarded Osmosis, which is an alternative source of 

renewable energy currently in development: It is part of the so-called Osmotic Power sources, 

which use the energy generated by differences in salt concentrations between two fluids, 

commonly fresh and salt water. When a river runs into a sea, spontaneous mixing of fresh and 

salt water occurs: if the mixing is done reversibly (at least partially), work can be obtained from 

the mixing process (Post et al. 2007). It is estimated that approximately 0.70–0.75 kWh is 

dissipated for each cubic meter of freshwater that flows into the sea (Kempener et Neumann 

2014), meaning that 1m3.s-1 of freshwater can potentially generate up to 2.7 megawatts (MW). 

The global potential for salinity gradient power is then estimated to be around 647 gigawatts 

(GW), which is 23% of electricity consumption (Kempener et Neumann 2014). In fact, Kachan 
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& Co claimed that the osmotic power potential is three times that of solar and wind power 

generation combined, with the additional advantage of controllability (Kho 2010).  

From the Osmotic Power sources, this paper concentrates on Pressure Retarded Osmosis (based 

on the transport of water through semi-permeable membranes), as it is the most studied and has 

a large potential for producing energy in different applications (Yip et al. 2013). The purpose 

of this paper is to present an overview of the PRO evolution and process development, 

discussing its viability and environmental impact. The expected progress and the main 

limitations are also discussed.  

  

2. Pressure Retarded Osmosis 

2.1 Osmotic processes 

The osmosis phenomenon was observed by Nollet in 1748 (Jamaly et al. 2014). When two 

solutions of different concentration are separated by a semi-permeable membrane (i.e. one 

which is permeable to the solvent but impermeable to the solute), osmotic pressure π arises due 

to the difference in the chemical potential. Water flows from the high chemical potential side 

to the low until equilibrium is reached. The increased volume of water in the low chemical 

potential side builds up a hydrodynamic pressure difference, which is called the osmotic 

pressure difference Δπ. Osmotic processes include Reverse Osmosis (RO), Forward Osmosis 

(FO), and Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO). 

 

2.1.1. Reverse Osmosis  

Reverse Osmosis (RO) is a process that uses a semi-permeable membrane to separate and 

remove dissolved salt from water. It is the process of Osmosis in reverse. Whereas Osmosis 

occurs naturally without energy required, energy has to be applied to the more saline solution 

to reverse the process (Cath et al. 2006). A reverse osmosis membrane is a semi-permeable 

membrane that allows the passage of water molecules. However, the water has to be pushed 

through the reverse osmosis membrane by applying pressure ΔP that is greater than the 

naturally occurring osmotic pressure for pure water  to migrate from the saline solution while 

holding back the majority of the salt (Fig. 1). 

 

2.1.2. Forward Osmosis 

Forward Osmosis uses the osmotic pressure differential (Δπ) across a semi-permeable 

membrane, which separates two solutions with different concentrations, as the driving force for 

http://forwardosmosis.biz/education/what-is-forward-osmosis
http://forwardosmosis.biz/education/what-is-forward-osmosis
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the transport of water from a low concentrated solution to a high concentrated solution (Fig. 2) 

(Cath et al. 2006). 

 

2.1.3. Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO) 

Pressure Retarded Osmosis can be viewed as an intermediate process between FO and RO, 

where hydraulic pressure is applied in the opposite direction of the osmotic pressure gradient 

(similar to RO). However, the net water flux is still in the direction of the concentrated draw 

solution (Fig. 1) (Cath et al. 2006).  

 

 

Fig. 1: Representation of solvent flow in FO, PRO, and RO. Membrane orientation is 
indicated in each system by the thick black line representing the membrane’s active layer. 

 
 
 

2.2 Free Energy of Mixing 

A central concept in Osmotic Pressure is the energy of mixing, which provides an estimation 

of the non-expansion work that can be produced from mixing. This is theoretically given by 

Gibbs’ free energy:Δ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺 = ∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇∆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , which combines the enthalpy of mixing  

∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, which is a measure of the energy change, and the entropy of mixing ∆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚:  

 

Δ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺 = ∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇∆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  

 

Assuming ideal solutions (∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 0), the mixing of concentrated and diluted solutions gives 

(Alvarez-Silva et al. 2015) : 

 

𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺 =  ∆𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏 − (∆𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐 + ∆𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑) = −(𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 + 𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑)𝑇𝑇∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏 + (𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 + 𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑)  

(1) 

where the subscripts c, d and b correspond, with respect to the concentrated, the dilute and the 

resulting brackish solutions, n is the number of moles, T is the absolute temperature, and ΔmixS  

is the contribution of the molar entropy of mixing to the total molar entropy of the 

corresponding electrolyte solution, according to: 

 

∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆 = −𝑅𝑅∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                              (2) 

                   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enthalpy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideal_solution
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where R is the gas constant , and x is the mole fraction of component i (for simulated seawater, 

i = 2).  

Vermaas et al. (2013) showed that the theoretical Gibbs free energy obtained by mixing 

simulated seawater (30 g.l-1 of NaCl) and simulated river water (1g.l-1 of NaCl) at 1 m3.s-1 flow 

rates is 1.39 MJ. Post et al. (Post et al. 2007) completed the results by estimating the 

theoretically available amount of energy (MJ), presented in Fig.2, from mixing 1 m3 of 

simulated seawater and 1 m3 of simulated river water for varying concentrations. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Theoretically available amount of energy (MJ) from mixing 1m3 of 
a diluted and 1m3 of a concentrated sodium chloride solution (T = 293 K). (Post et al. 2007) 

 
 

2.3 Basic concept of Pressure Retarded Osmosis  

As has been seen, PRO is a membrane-based process that generates power from salinity 

gradients (Loeb et al. 1976). The principle of power generation by PRO is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

When concentrated seawater and diluted fresh water (i.e. river water) are separated by a semi-

permeable membrane, water will diffuse from the feed side into the draw solution side (i.e. 

seawater side) that is pressurized: The Gibbs energy of mixing gives the theoretical limit of the 

energy that can be produced.  

To recover the hydraulic energy generated, the resulting pressurized brackish water is then split 

into two streams: one going through a hydro-turbine to generate electric power, and the other 

passing through a pressure exchanger to assist in pressurizing the inlet seawater, and thus 

maintaining the circulation (Skilhagen et al. 2008). The main variables of the process are now 

discussed in detail. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Schematic of a PRO power plant. 

 

2.4 Water and salt fluxes across a PRO membrane in ideal and real cases 

2.4.1. Ideal membrane with perfect hydrodynamics 

Theoretically, water permeation flux Jw across an ideal semi-permeable thin film, which allows 

water passage but fully rejects all other solute molecules or ions, can be expressed in terms of 
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the water permeability coefficient A, the osmotic pressure difference Δπ, and the trans-

membrane hydraulic pressure difference ΔP as follows (Lee et al. 1981): 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐴𝐴(∆𝜋𝜋 − ∆𝑃𝑃) = 𝐴𝐴(𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 − 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 − ∆𝑃𝑃)                                                                     (3) 

where 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 and 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 are the bulk osmotic pressures of the draw and feed solutions, 

respectively. This equation is valid in an ideal system with a perfectly selective membrane (the 

membrane allows only the passage of water molecules but rejects all solutes) and perfect 

hydrodynamics in the draw and feed channels, so that the concentrations at the membrane 

surface are equal to the bulk concentrations. 

2.4.2. Realistic membrane with reverse salt flux and concentration polarization. 

With a realistic membrane and hydrodynamics, an amount of salt permeates the membrane from 

the draw solution to the feed solution due to the concentration gradient across the membrane, 

and the effect of hydrodynamics should also be discussed. A schematic presentation of a PRO 

membrane, at steady state, is shown in Fig. 4.  Three phenomena occur to reduce the trans-

membrane water flux: 

i. First, the porous support layer induces the Internal Concentration Polarization (ICP): this 

effect takes place within the porous support, increasing the local concentration at the 

active-support interface from CF,m to Ci, which detrimentally enhances πi  (the osmotic 

pressure of the feed solution at the interface active-support layers) by increasing the solute 

concentration at the feed membrane interface, thus reducing the trans-membrane driving 

force.  

ii. Second, without perfect hydrodynamics in the draw solution flow channel, the dilutive 

External Concentration Polarization (dilutive ECP) occurs in the mass transfer boundary 

layer of the draw solution, reducing the local concentration at the active layer from CD,b 

to CD,m, which lowers πD,m ( the osmotic pressures of the draw active layer surface 

membrane). In the feed solution side, the accumulation of the salt at the surface of the 

support layer leads to the increase of the salt concentration in this location. Therefore, the 

concentrative ECP appears as a consequence to the increase of feed concentration from 

CF,b to CF,m. This detrimental effect is generally encountered when the feed solution is 

different from freshwater. 
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iii.  Lastly, because the membrane is no longer perfectly selective, reverse salt flux takes 

place, resulting in uncontrolled mixing and therefore reducing the energy extraction in the 

process.   

As consequences of these effects, mass transfer kinetics of water across the semi-permeable 

membrane under applied hydraulic pressure, ΔP is more precisely described as: 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐴𝐴(∆𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚 − ∆𝑃𝑃) = 𝐴𝐴�𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚 − 𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚 − ∆𝑃𝑃�                                                                        (4) 

 

The reverse salt flux, Js, is described as (Touati et al. 2015): 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠 = 𝐵𝐵(𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚 − 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚)                                                                                                                (5) 

                 

where B is the salt permeability coefficient of the membrane active layer and CD,m and Ci are 

the solute concentrations at either side of the active layer. A typical concentration profile 

through the membrane is shown in Fig. 4. 

The salt permeability coefficient B of a semi-permeable membrane can be obtained from RO 

experiments (Achilli et al. 2009) and is given by: 

 

𝐵𝐵 = 𝐴𝐴(1−𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠)(∆𝑃𝑃−∆𝜋𝜋)
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠

                                                                                                               (6) 

 

where 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 is salt rejection defined as: 

 

𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠  =  1 – 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃
𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹

                                                                                                                        (7) 

 

where CP is the salt concentration in the permeate solution obtained in the RO experiments and 

CF is that of the feed solution.  

The salt reverse flux can be expressed as a function of Jw using the van't Hoff factor 𝛽𝛽 as (Chou 

et al. 2012): 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠 = 𝐵𝐵
𝛽𝛽𝑅𝑅𝛽𝛽

�𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
𝐴𝐴

+ ∆𝑃𝑃�                                                          (8) 
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Fig. 4: schematic representation of the concentration profile over the membrane, and the 
directions of the water flux Jw and the salt flux Js across a PRO membrane at steady state. 

ICP, Concentrative and Dilutive ECP are also shown here. 
  

2.4.3 Concentration polarization in PRO 

Concentration polarization is a phenomenon that can severely reduce the effective osmotic 

pressure difference across the membrane, due to the accumulation or depletion of solutes near 

an interface (Tan et al. 2008) As a result of water crossing the membrane, in the PRO process, 

the solute is concentrated on the feed side of the membrane surface and diluted on the permeate 

side. Because the membranes used in PRO are typically asymmetric (comprised of a thin dense 

layer on top of a porous support layer), concentration polarization occurs externally on the 

dense layer side and internally in the support layer side. Both internal and external concentration 

polarizations reduce the effective osmotic pressure difference across the membrane. 

a. Internal Concentration Polarization  

When a non-ideal composite membrane is operated in a standard PRO process (with the active 

layer facing the draw solution), water flows from the fresh water through the support and active 

layers into the draw solution, while salt permeates from the salty water across the membrane 

skin and the support layer into the fresh water. Therefore, there exists a salt gradient in the 

membrane support (see Fig. 4). This salt gradient will result in concentrative Internal 

Concentration Polarization ICP and lower the osmotic force driving the water across the 

membranes (Chou et al. 2012, Tan et al. 2008).  

ICP occurs when the thin film is supported by a porous substrate: based on the mass balance in 

the porous substrate layer, Lee et al. developed a theoretical model for the PRO process which 

suggested that membranes with high water permeation and high salt rejection are essential for 

high PRO performance (Lee et al. 1981). The mass transport of salt in the membrane support, 

and in each of the boundary layers, will balance the sum of the convective salt transport and 

the diffusive salt transport due to the gradient in salt concentration. Hence, this balance of 

transport of salt can be described by: 

 
𝜀𝜀𝐷𝐷
𝜏𝜏

  𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
− 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐶𝐶 = 𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠  (9) 

 

where C is the salt concentration at position x, D is the diffusion coefficient, ε is the porosity 
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and τ is the tortuosity of the support layer. Lee et al. (1981) derived an expression for modeling 

this phenomenon in PRO, which Loeb et al. (1997) later related to water flux and other 

membrane constants: 

 

𝐾𝐾 = � 1
𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
� 𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛 𝐵𝐵+𝐴𝐴𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚−𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤

𝐵𝐵+𝐴𝐴𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑚𝑚
    (10) 

 

where K is the solute resistivity for diffusion within the porous support layer, defined by: 

 

𝐾𝐾 = 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠
𝜀𝜀𝐷𝐷

  (11)     

        

where ts is the thickness of the support layer. 

 

b. External Concentration Polarization  
 

i. Concentrative ECP 

In the PRO process, concentrative ECP occurs when the support layer of the membrane faces 

the feed solution (Han et al. 2013). The water flow transports the solute from the bulk solution 

to the surface of the active layer. Water permeates this layer, leaving the solute behind with 

higher concentrations. Thus, the feed solutes would be expected to accumulate at the surface of 

the active layer and cause the increase of the feed concentration (CF,b  CF,m) (Fig. 4). The 

driving force must overcome this increased concentration, in order for the water flux to occur. 

As a result, the effective osmotic pressure difference would reduce (πF,b  πF,m). McCutcheon 

et al. proved that πF,m is related to πF,b by what is called the concentrative ECP modulus, 

assuming that the ratio of the membrane surface concentration of feed solute to the bulk 

concentration is equal to the corresponding ratio of osmotic pressures (McCutcheon et al. 2006): 

𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑚𝑚
𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏

= 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
𝑘𝑘
�  (12) 

 

where k is the mass transfer coefficient defined as: 

 

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑆𝑆ℎ𝐷𝐷
𝑑𝑑ℎ

  (13) 
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where Sh is the Sherwood number and dh is the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel. When 

the feed solution concentration is zero, the concentrative ECP can be considered negligible. 

 

 

ii. Dilutive ECP 

Dilutive ECP occurs on the draw side of the membrane in PRO mode. It is a phenomenon 

similar to the concentrative ECP. On the draw side, solutes are diluted at the surface as water 

enters from the feed side, giving rise to dilutive ECP. As a result, the effective osmotic pressure 

difference would reduce (πD,b  πD,m). Dilutive ECP is expressed using the dilutive ECP 

modulus: 

 
𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚
𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑏𝑏

= 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
𝑘𝑘
�  (14) 

 

2.5 PRO power density 

In terms of energy production, the power density W is defined as the osmotic energy output per 

unit of membrane area, which can be calculated by the product of the trans-membrane pressure 

ΔP and the water flux Jw permeating across the membrane (Loeb et al. 1975): 

 

𝑊𝑊 = 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤∆𝑃𝑃 = 𝐴𝐴(∆𝜋𝜋 − ∆𝑃𝑃)∆𝑃𝑃                            (15) 

 

By differentiating Eq. (15) with respect to ΔP, the maximum power density can be obtained. 

This corresponds to when the hydrostatic pressure difference is equal to half the osmotic 

pressure difference across the membrane, Δπ/2. Then, the maximum energy that can be 

produced is: 

 

𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 = 𝐴𝐴 ∆𝜋𝜋2

4
  (16) 

 

Figure 5 shows the variation of the water flux Jw and the power density W as a function of ΔP 

for FO (P = 0) PRO (ΔP<∆𝜋𝜋), and RO (where ΔP>∆𝜋𝜋) under ideal conditions.  
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Fig. 5: Magnitude and direction of Jw for FO, PRO, and RO and magnitude of W for PRO in 

an ideal case. 

 

 

3. Development of PRO 

From our point of view, the development of the PRO process was a result of two fundamental 

factors. The first one is the membrane fabrication progress, which allows higher values of power 

density to be reached and proves the feasibility of the process. The second one is the good 

understanding of the process by developing several mathematical models that imitate the water 

flux. In this section, a brief description of the history of PRO is presented based on the 

development of the membranes used in the PRO process and the models developed by 

researchers since PRO’s inception.  

 

3.4. Chronological evolution of the PRO process 

Pressure retarded osmosis is a novel technology, although it already has a long history, starting 

from the first article that was published by Pattle (1954). Since then, the concept of PRO has 

received spasmodic attention, mainly in the form of design studies and economic viability 

evaluations. It has not yet been fully developed, due to the inadequate separation capabilities of 

semi-permeable membranes, the expected high cost, and the relatively low trans-membrane 

water flux (Skilhagen et al. 2008, Lee et al. 1981, Yip et al 2011). Pattle described how to use 

osmotic energy and semi-permeable membranes to produce power by mixing freshwater and 

saltwater in a Nature article, describing that when a volume V of a pure solvent mixes with a 

much larger volume of a solution of osmotic pressure π, the free energy released is equal to πV. 

No work was then published on PRO for around 20 years. 

 After the oil crisis in 1973, the subject of renewable energies was opened up, so, from 1974 to 

1976, four papers were published about the feasibility of using PRO to produce energy (Loeb 

et al. 1976, Loeb et al. 1975, Norman et al. 1974). The PRO process subject started to appear 

as a feasible solution: A schematic diagram of an osmotic energy converter was proposed by 

Norman et al. (1974). He suggested that freshwater could permeate through a selective 

permeable membrane into a pressurized seawater chamber, and then the spill-over water could 

turn a water wheel to power a generator. One year later, Loeb and Norman (1975) proposed 

PRO based on the osmotic driven membrane process. The first experimental PRO data were 

published by Loeb at al. (1976), where hollow fiber seawater RO membranes were tested using 
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freshwater in bore and pressurized brine in shell. The principle was validated, although the 

performance was small due to the use of a standard RO membrane. 

Loeb and Mehta (1978) published a paper introducing the role of the internal concentration 

polarization and discussing the strong adverse effect on power generation by PRO. One year 

later, Loeb and Mehta (1979) published an article investigating various operating conditions to 

prove the PRO concept and developed a model to predict flux in PRO; they measured power 

densities of up to 3.27 W/m2 using a hypersaline draw solution. The result of the study showed 

a global potential for osmotic power that could produce renewable energy if the design and 

production of a semi-permeable membrane was addressed for osmotic power. Jellinek and 

Masuda (1981) proposed the construction of a cost-comparative PRO power plant. Lee et al. 

(1981) developed a model considering the effect of the internal concentration polarization, 

while neglecting the external concentration polarization, in order to evaluate the power density 

and water flux. Low water flux and power density, due to internal concentration polarization of 

the RO membrane, were obtained in experimental results by Lee et al. and Mehta. Despite this 

fact, the model developed by Lee et al. (1981) was a reference model for several models 

developed later. In 1990, a theoretical mechanical efficiency of several configurations of PRO 

plants was investigated by Loeb et al. It was found that the alternating-flow terrestrial PRO 

plant had a higher efficiency but required the use of two pressure vessels in addition to the usual 

PRO equipment. In parallel, Reali et al. (1990) used numerical techniques to compute the 

profile of salt concentration in the porous support layer in the PRO system showing the effect 

of membrane characteristics, such as the water permeability coefficient A, the salt permeation 

coefficient B, the effective salt diffusivity D, and the support layer thickness ts, on the water 

and salt permeation flux through an anisotropic membrane. 

 In 1998, Loeb studied the possibility of producing water using the Dead Sea (Loeb 1993): 

depending on various configurations of the PRO system, the cost of the produced electrical 

energy would be from 0.058 to 0.07 $/KWh. During the same year, Seppälä et al. (1999) carried 

out a theoretical study to optimize PRO. They suggested that the system could be optimized 

either by maximizing the net power or by maximizing the ratio between the net power and the 

entropy generation. At the beginning of the 2000s, Loeb continued his investigation on PRO 

applications, now in the Great Salt Lake, and he found that the cost of produced electrical 

energy would be 0.15 $/KWh at this location (Loeb 2000). Then, the pressure exchanger device 

(originally developed for RO applications) was introduced by Loeb (2002) to reduce internal 

power consumption, providing a cost-effective PRO system. In 2004, Seppälä published a work 
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suggesting that there is no proof that the apparent non-linearity of the osmotic pressure is caused 

by concentration polarization phenomena (Seppälä et al. 2004).  

Since then, the development of osmotic power has been promoted by Statkraft and executed by 

research groups in Europe, North America and Asia, increasing the power density of the 

membrane from less than 0.1 W/m2 up to 3 W/m2 (Skilhagen 2010). The first prototype PRO 

installation was opened in Norway by Statkraft in 2009. The plant configuration followed the 

proposed schematic of Loeb and was designed to generate just 10 kW of power, to confirm that 

the designed system can produce power on a reliable 24 h/d, and as a base for further tests 

(Statkraft 2009) (see Fig. 6).   

 

In parallel, Achilli et al. (2009) expanded on the model developed by Lee et al. (1981) by 

considering the external concentration polarization in an experimental and theoretical 

investigation into the PRO system, and a maximum power density that exceeded 5.1 W/m2 was 

observed with a flat sheet cellulose triacetate (CTA) FO membrane. Yip et al. (2011) 

manufactured a thin film composite PRO membrane with a polysulfone support layer and a 

polyamide active layer; they also developed a model for the water flux considering internal and 

external concentration polarizations, and salt flux leakage. Experimental results led to a 

projected peak power density of 6.1W/m2. Since that time, several works have been published 

on the subject of PRO, studying the parameters to optimize the power density (Achilli et al. 

2009, van der Zwen et al. 2012, She et al. 2013, McCutcheon et al. 2007). On the other hand, 

several membranes have been manufactured for PRO, such as spiral wound membranes and 

hollow fiber membranes. The progress of the PRO membrane is studied in the coming 

paragraph. Also, several works investigating the integration of PRO have been published, and 

this subject is well developed in Section 4.4. 

Unfortunately, in 2014, the Statkraft Company declared that it was discontinuing its efforts and 

leaving the PRO technology development to “other players in the global market”.  Hopefully, 

research into PRO has not been suspended; many researchers are now carrying on the 

development of the process and improving its performance (Prante et al. 2014, Lin et al 2014, 

Altaee 2014, Altaee and Hilal 2014). In addition, other interesting PRO projects have been 

launched, such as “Mega-ton RO-PRO” in Fukuoka City- Japan (Fig. 10) and they have started 

to publish results (Saito et al. 2012, Tanioka et al. 2012).  
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Fig. 6: Schematic diagram of the pilot PRO plant, constructed by Statkraft. 

 

 

3.5. PRO models progress  

Detailed models of the process are now being developed in order to understand fully the PRO 

process, design PRO systems and evaluate their cost and environmental impact. They are briefly 

reviewed below. 

 

3.5.1. Loeb model 

The first PRO model was developed by Sidney Loeb (1976) for an asymmetric RO hollow fiber 

membrane. Loeb considered that the porous substructure has the character of a boundary layer, 

in which water flux is a function of the concentrations and the concentration gradients. 

Assuming that the salt flux, Js, is negligible, the transport of water in the porous substructure is 

by diffusion only, the concentration is proportional to the osmotic pressure, and there is no 

external concentration polarization. The expression of the water flux he developed was: 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐴𝐴�𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 − 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 exp �∆𝑋𝑋
𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
� − ∆𝑃𝑃�  (17) 

 

where 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤  and 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 are the osmotic pressures of the draw and feed bulks, respectively, ∆𝑋𝑋 

is the thickness of the membrane, and 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the diffusion coefficient in the support layer. 

 

3.5.2. Lee model 

The model developed by Lee et al. (1981) was the first to consider concentration polarization 

in PRO. Assuming that the external concentration polarization has been reduced to negligible 

levels by efficient stirring, and the ratio of salt concentrations is equal to the ratio of osmotic 

pressures, they derived an expression to model the effect of internal concentration polarization 

in PRO described by Eq. (18): 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐴𝐴 �𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚

1−
𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚

exp (𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾)

1+ 𝐵𝐵
𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤

[𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠(𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾−1)]
− ∆𝑃𝑃�     (18) 
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where 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚 is the osmotic pressure at the active layer in the draw bulk side, 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏 and 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚 are, 

respectively, the concentration of the feed solution and the solute concentration in the active 

layer of the draw bulk side, and K is the solute resistivity. The effect of the ICP corresponds to 

the term exp (𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾) in the water flux equation. 

3.5.3. Achili model 

Achili et al. (2009) expanded on the model developed by Lee et al. (1981) by considering the 

external concentration polarization. Using the external concentration polarization modulus 

developed in (McCutcheon et al. 2006), and assuming that  𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏/𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚  = 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏/𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑚𝑚 , Eq. (18) 

becomes: 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐴𝐴 �𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑏𝑏 exp �− 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
𝑘𝑘
�
1−

𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏
𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑏𝑏

exp(𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾)exp�𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 𝑘𝑘� �

1+ 𝐵𝐵
𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤

[𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠(𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾−1)]
− ∆𝑃𝑃�  (19) 

 

where k is the mass transfer coefficient. 

 

3.5.4. Yip model 

Previously developed models did not take into consideration the effect of the reverse salt flux. 

In 2011, Yip et al. (2011) modified the existing Lee model to incorporate the effect of ECP and 

the reverse permeation of the salt. Assuming that the osmotic pressure is linearly proportional 

to the salt concentration, and neglecting the concentrative ECP, the water flux expression is:  

 

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = �
𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑏𝑏𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠�−

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
𝑘𝑘 �−𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏(𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾)

1+ 𝐵𝐵
𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
�𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠(𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾)−exp �−𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘 ��

− ∆𝑃𝑃�  (20) 

 

where 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑏𝑏 and 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏 are the osmotic pressures of the draw and feed bulks, respectively, and k 

is the mass transfer coefficient in the draw water side. The term 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
𝑘𝑘
� sums up the effect 

of the external concentration polarization. The effect of the reverse permeation of the salt is 

represented by the denominator of Eq. (20). 

 

3.5.5. Sivertsen model for a hollow fiber PRO membrane 

The previous models are only applicable to flat sheet membranes, and should be modified 

according to the new spatial parameters when the geometry of the membrane changes. For 
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example, Sivertsen et al. (2012) developed a model for water transport in PRO asymmetric 

hollow fiber membranes. A structure parameter similar to the one for flat sheet membranes has 

been defined. Assuming a cylindrical geometry of a single hollow fiber, the equation describing 

the effective concentration difference in the active layer is presented as: 

 

∆𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 =
𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠−𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓�𝐷𝐷0+

𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝐷0� �
𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟0/𝐷𝐷

�𝐷𝐷0−
∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷0� −∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓�

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟0/𝐷𝐷
�𝐷𝐷0 𝐷𝐷0−∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚� �

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟0/𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

�𝐷𝐷0+
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝐷0� �

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟0/𝐷𝐷
+�𝐵𝐵 𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚� ����𝐷𝐷0+

𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝐷0� �
𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟0/𝐷𝐷

��𝐷𝐷0−
∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷0� −∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓�

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟0/𝐷𝐷
�𝐷𝐷0 𝐷𝐷0−∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚� �

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟0/𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
−1�

 

 (21) 

 

where ∆𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 is the concentration difference of salt over the membrane’s active layer, and 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 and 

𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 are the draw and feed bulk solute concentrations, respectively. 𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚 is the volume flux, 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 and 

𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓 are the film thicknesses at the draw side and the feed side , respectively. D is the diffusion 

coefficient, ∆𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚is the membrane thickness, 𝜙𝜙 is the porosity and 𝑟𝑟0 is the radial distance 

between the center of the hollow fiber and the active layer. 

 

3.5.6. Touati model 

The aim of this model is to introduce a general mass transport model which can describe the 

transport process without any simplification, taking into account all the mass transfer of a PRO, 

the external boundaries, as well as the active and support layers of an asymmetric membrane, 

independently of their effect on the process performance. Based on the convection-diffusion 

theory, Touati et al. (2015) developed a model for the water flux as follows: 

 

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤 = 𝐴𝐴 ��𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷,𝑏𝑏 + 𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴
�1 + 𝐴𝐴∆𝑃𝑃

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
�� 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤

𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷
� − �𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹,𝑏𝑏 + 𝐵𝐵

𝐴𝐴
�1 + 𝐴𝐴∆𝑃𝑃

𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤
�� 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒(𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝐾𝐾)𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤

𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹
� − ∆𝑃𝑃�  (22)                   

 

where kD and kF are the mass transfer coefficients in the draw and feed boundary layers, 

respectively. 

 

3.6. PRO membranes development 

The earlier studies on PRO were developed using reverse osmosis membranes. Severe internal 

concentration polarization was found due to the thick support layer, which leads to a very low 

permeate flow rate. The development of a specific PRO membrane is now a necessity to 

overcome the limitations of the process. Suitable membranes are being developed following the 

information extracted from the mathematical models to improve the energy production. 
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It must be pointed out that the current rapid progress in FO membranes is opening up new 

perspectives for the development of PRO membranes. Pressure retarded osmotic and forward 

osmosis are similar techniques, but differ in the purpose of each process: PRO is generally used 

to produce energy and FO to produce freshwater.  

The best characteristics of membranes for PRO should be: 

 High density of the active layer for high solute rejection; a thin membrane with minimum 

porosity of the support layer for low ICP, and therefore, higher water flux.  

 Hydrophobicity for enhanced flux and reduced membrane fouling.  

 High mechanical strength to sustain hydraulic pressure.  

Two main families of membranes are being developed for PRO: flat-sheet membranes and 

hollow-fiber membranes. Several studies carried out to improve the performance of both 

membrane families are now discussed. 

 

3.4.1 Flat-sheet membrane development 

a. Cellulose acetate membrane 

Cellulose acetate (CA) is the most important synthetic cellulose ester. It was first prepared in 

1865 by heating cotton with acetic anhydride (Starbard 2009). Cellulose acetate-based 

membranes have been used widely in the PRO process for power generation (Achilli et al. 2009, 

Bui et al 2014, Kim et al 2013). These membranes have several advantages, such as high 

hydrophilicity, which promotes water flux and reduces membrane fouling, as well as providing 

good mechanical strength and relatively high tolerance to chlorine (Wang et al 2012). The 

hydrophilic nature of cellulose acetate is desirable in osmotically driven membrane processes: 

wetting the membrane reduces ICP and increases the water flux (McCutcheon et al. 2008). 

Based on the Preferential Sorption-Capillary Flow Model, Loeb and Sourirajan (1961) 

developed a cellulose acetate membrane for seawater desalination. The announcement of Loeb-

Sourirajan’s membrane in 1960 opened up the golden era of R&D activities on membrane 

technologies. During the 1990s, a special membrane for FO was developed by Osmotek Inc. 

(Albany, Oregon) (Hydration Technologies Inc. (HTI)). This membrane has been tested in a 

wide variety of applications by different research groups (Achilli et al. 2009, Beaudry et al. 

1990, Cath et al. 2005). It is also used successfully in commercial water purification 

applications for military, emergency relief, and recreational purposes. The HTI membrane 

revealed a good performance in PRO bench scale tests (Achilli et al. 2009). However, Statkraft, 

the first PRO prototype plant, obtained in practice power densities of less than 1.5 W/m2 using 
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these conventional cellulose acetate flat sheet membranes (Thorsen et al. 2009). This value is 

far below the target power density of 5W/m2 for the process to be commercially viable. 

Schiestel et al. (2012) developed a cellulose acetate membrane with a better performance than 

the HTI membrane, with highly porous support layers with a pressure stability up to 20 bar (Fig. 

7). Table 1 presents some experimental results using flat sheet –based cellulose acetate 

membranes. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photos of Cellulose Acetate PRO membrane 
developed by Schiestel 2012. 

 
 

b. Thin film composite PRO membrane  

Thin-film composite (TFC) membranes usually consist of layers of dissimilar materials joined 

together to form a single membrane. This layered construction permits the use of material 

combinations that optimize the performance and durability of the membrane. Unlike CTA 

membranes, TFC membranes are characterized by a wide range of feed pH; however, they have 

a low tolerance to oxidants and chlorine chemicals (Xie et al. 2012). Yip et al. (2011) were the 

first to use a Polysulfone (PSF)-Polyamide TFC membrane supported by mesh spacers in PRO 

bench scale tests. The study of the membrane revealed that a less porous sponge-like 

morphology is present in the top skin portion of the PSF support layer that is capable of 

minimizing the detrimental effects of ICP, while allowing the formation of a polyamide layer 

that possesses high water permeability and salt rejection properties. The active layer (modified 

polyamide Surface) was characterized by a sponge-like skin layer forming on top of a layer 

containing macrovoids. Yip claimed that the presence of macrovoids is capable of minimizing 

the ICP; however, this suggestion was rejected by other researchers (Widjojo et al. 2011, Zhang 

et al 2013). Han et al. (2014) prepared a new modified surface single layer TFC membrane with 

the so-called “Matrimid” support layer. The membrane revealed a good robustness, high water 

permeability and sufficient power density. Zhang et al. (2013) fabricated a Polyamide 

/Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) composite membrane with enhanced mechanical properties and water 

permeability for osmotic power (Fig. 8). It was shown that the membrane treatment by alcohol 

leads to higher water fluxes and mechanical stability. Also, ethanol treatment swells up the 

polymeric chains and extracts unreacted monomers and low molecular weight polymer chains. 

Consequently, a thinner and smoother polyamide layer with a larger free volume is therefore 
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produced, which leads to a higher water flux, better mechanical stability and greater power 

density. For the first time, Song et al. (2013) introduced the use of nanofiber TFC in PRO power 

production. The membrane was characterized by an optimized support layer to reduce the effect 

of ICP. At lab-scale, experiments were carried out using 1.06M NaCl and 80mM NaCl solutions 

as draw and feed solutions to a achieve a power density equal to 15.2W/m2. Bui et al. (2014) 

also tested nanofiber TFC membranes in PRO power production. Two different selective layers 

were formed, each from different precursors and having different permselectivity. One was 

generated from Trimesoylchloride (TMC) and m-phenylene diamine (MPD) (mTFC), while the 

other was produced from Isophthaloyl chloride (IPC) and Polyethyleneimine (PEI) (pTFC). 

These membranes employ an extremely thin selective layer forming on a highly porous, 

interconnected, low tortuosity nanofiber mat electro-spun onto a nonwoven polyester backing. 

This nanofiber structure is tiered, meaning the nanofibers decrease in diameter as they approach 

the selective layer. Both the pTFC and mTFC membranes exhibited much higher water fluxes 

and power densities than the HTI-CTA membrane. Some experimental results using flat sheet 

TFC membranes are presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Fig. 8: SEM cross-section of the Polyamide/polyacrylonitrile (PAN) substrates made from 
two polymer concentrations developed by Zhang et al. (2013). 

 
 
 

3.4.2 Hollow fiber PRO membrane 

A hollow fiber membrane is a tubular, self-supporting membrane with a fiber diameter of less 

than 500 μm (Clausi et al 2000). These membranes are prepared by phase inversion in a hollow 

fiber spinning setup. A viscous polymer solution (dope solution) is pumped through a spinneret 

and the bore solution fluid is pumped through the inner tube of the spinneret. After a short 

residence time in air or a controlled atmosphere, the fiber is soaked in a coagulation bath. As 

with the flat sheet membranes, the hollow fiber membranes have shown a remarkable 

development since their first use in the PRO process.  Hollow fiber membranes were used for 

the first time in PRO by Chou et al. (2012). The support layer of the membrane was a 

commercial polymer, polyethersulfone (PES), and the active layer was prepared using 

polyamide. According to Chou et al., the membrane performance was the best in terms of 

energy production and mechanical strength as compared to results published for other types of 

PRO membranes. One year later, Chou et al. (2013) introduced another hollow fiber PRO 
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membrane by adopting Polyetherimide as the material for the substrate layer and the RO-like 

polyamide as the active layer. The newly developed TFC hollow fiber membrane was 

characterized by a high mechanical strength, high power density and low reverse salt diffusion. 

Han et al. (2014) fabricated a robust hollow fiber membrane support for high performance thin-

film composite PRO membranes. Han et al. claimed that the desirable hollow fiber supports 

should possess high stretch resistance and acceptable ductility. The developed TFC PRO hollow 

fiber revealed a very low specific reverse salt flux value. A fundamental study of polyamide-

based thin film composite hollow fiber membranes over a PES support for PRO through 

chemical modification was carried out by Ingole et al. (2014). The characterization of the 

membrane revealed that a thinner and smoother polyamide layer with a larger free volume was 

produced, which led to a higher water flux, better mechanical stability and greater power density 

than the existing membrane.  A thin-film composite TFC hollow fiber membrane via dual-layer 

co-extrusion technology has been designed and fabricated by Li et al. (2014). The membrane 

support possesses high burst pressures from 13 to 24 bars.  Zhang et al. (2014) used an advanced 

co-extrusion technology to fabricate the PES hollow fiber supports with diverse structures, from 

macrovoid to sponge-like. The TFC hollow fiber thus fabricated shows a high asymmetry, high 

porosity, while a thick skin layer, with a small and narrow pore size distribution underneath the 

TFC layer, produces a maximum power density of 24.3 W/m2 at 20.0bar using 1 M NaCl as the 

concentrated brine and deionized water (Fig. 9).  

A summary of some experimental results using hollow fiber PRO membranes are illustrated in 

Table 2. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: SEM of the cross-section and surface morphologies of the PES hollow fiber supports 
developed by Zhang et al. (2014). 

 

 

Table 1: Experimental results using flat-sheet PRO membranes under different operating 
conditions. 
 
 

Table 2: Experimental results using hollow fiber PRO membranes under different operating 
conditions. 
 
4. Integration of PRO with desalination processes (hybrid PRO process) 
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The PRO process can be applied to various sources of feed and draw solutions, combinations 

of freshwater and sea water, pretreated sea water and concentrated brine (SWRO–PRO hybrid 

process), and effluent and concentrated brine (SWRO–PRO–WWT hybrid process) (Kim et al. 

2012). PRO hybridization with desalination technologies, especially FO and RO, was found to 

be very promising and has the potential of reducing the cost of seawater desalination, as well 

as the environmental impact of brine discharge to sea (Altaee 2012). In many countries, such 

as the United States, the combination of the PRO process in conjunction with other types of 

desalination processes is being actively investigated: the RO-PRO hybrid process is getting the 

most attention.  

In 2010, Japan launched the “Mega-ton water system” (Fig. 10). As part of the project, a 

prototype RO-PRO hybrid plant was built and operated.  Pure water and concentrated brine 

were supplied from a regional sewage treatment facility and sea water desalination (sea water 

reverse osmosis (SWRO) plant as feeds for the PRO Toyobo hollow fiber modules. Studied by 

Saito et al. (2012), the prototype PRO plant got the maximum output power density, 13.8 W/m2 

at a 30 bar hydraulic pressure difference and a 38% permeation of pure water into the brine. 

Saito et al. tested the possibility of decreasing the concentration polarization by increasing the 

orifices of the membrane module. Typically, there are 3 module open ports: namely, the feed 

inlet, the concentrated brine outlet, and the permeate outlet. The number of open ports in the 

Toyobo hollow fiber module was increased from 3 to 4. The fourth port, which was used for 

feed water discharge, decreased the effect of internal concentration polarization by enhancing 

the flushing away of leaked salt from the membrane surface.  

 

 

Fig. 10: Schematic of Mega-ton RO-PRO hybrid. 

 

In another study carried out by Feinberg et al. (2013), a theoretical comparison of the RO-PRO 

and RO-RED systems was performed. However, this study only considered the 

thermodynamically reversible PRO and did not consider effects due to concentration 

polarization and pressure drops along the membrane module. An investigation was presented 

by Kim et al. discussing four RO-PRO hybrid configuration systems for power generation and 

seawater desalination using different salinity gradient resources (Kim et al. 2013). The different 

cases studied are illustrated in Fig. 11. According to Kim et al., RO and PRO are operated for 

different purposes (to produce water and energy, respectively) and a proper criterion is required 
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to compare the different processes. Thus, Kim et al. introduced a new indicator, called the water 

and energy return rate (WERR), as: 

 

𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = PriceElectiricity(𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 −𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃) + PriceWater𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠,𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃             (22) 

 

where PriceElectiricity and PriceWater are the electricity and water prices, respectively, 𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 and 

𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃  are the energy generated by PRO and the energy consumed by RO, respectively, and 𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠,𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 

is the RO permeate flow. The WERR unit is $/min. A higher WERR value indicates a higher 

benefit obtained by the hybrid processes. Based on a previously validated RO process model 

and a modified model of a pressure-retarded osmosis PRO process to properly consider the 

spatial distribution of concentration and velocity based on a mass balance principle, Kim et al. 

claimed that hybrid systems that use seawater as their feed water for RO are more energy price 

sensitive. Also, the decrease in the size of an RO plant decreases the WERR value, while the 

size of a PRO plant has no significant impact on the WERR value. 

 

 

Fig. 11: Schematic of four RO-PRO hybrid systems proposed by Kim et al. (2013). 

 

Achili et al. (2014) investigated the feasibility of a coupled RO-PRO system using a pilot-scale 

RO-PRO system. Three spiral-wound RO membrane modules were installed in high-pressure 

vessels in the small-scale pilot system. Each module had an active membrane surface area of 

2.8 m2. The membrane modules were arranged in series so that the concentrated brine leaving 

the first module was the feed solution for the subsequent module. The hybrid system is 

presented in Fig. 12. A spiral-wound TFC PRO membrane module was used. The module has 

an active membrane surface area of approximately 4.18 m2 and was installed in a high-pressure 

vessel in the small-scale pilot system. Seawater is pressurized in a pressure exchanger (PX) 

before going to the RO system for desalination. In the RO system, the seawater feed splits into 

two flows: a freshwater permeate and brine concentrate. The pressurized brine concentrate goes 

first to the Energy Recovery Device (ERD) to reduce its pressure to a desirable level for the 

PRO process. After leaving the ERD, the brine concentrate enters the PRO system as the draw 

solution flow, while a feed flow is wastewater effluent. In the PRO module, freshwater 

permeates across the membrane from the low salinity to the pressurized high salinity stream as 

a result of the osmotic pressure gradient. A pressure exchanger is installed on the discharge side 
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of the diluted draw solution to exchange energy with the seawater feed to the RO membrane 

system. According to Achili, the RO-PRO system has several advantages: compared to a 

standard RO-PX system, RO energy consumption is further reduced with energy production by 

PRO, the brine generated during the RO process is diluted back to seawater concentration. The 

RO brine is a good draw solution compared to other draw solution sources for three reasons: 

first, among other readily available draw solutions, RO brine is an abundantly available, low-

cost residual from existing commercial systems; second, RO brine has production; and third, 

the brine entering the PRO subsystem is relatively free of foulants because it receives prior 

treatment by the RO pretreatment system, which eliminates additional energy expenditure. The 

energy consumption of the RO membrane system was 3.82 kWh/m3 and 2 kWh/m3, with 20% 

and 30% of recovery, respectively, for without and with ERD, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 12: Schematic of RO-PRO hybrid adopted by Achili et al. (2014). 

 

Using the same RO-PRO system as that adopted by Achili, Prante et al (2014) developed a 

model of the specific energy consumption of an RO-PRO system using RO conditions at the 

thermodynamic restriction and a novel module-based PRO model. The minimum net specific 

energy consumption of the modeled system was 1.2 kWh/m3 for 50% of RO recovery. Under 

an RO specific energy consumption of 2.0 kWh/m3, the RO-PRO system can theoretically 

achieve 40% energy reduction. 

Lin et al. investigated a closed-loop system combined membrane distillation (MD), which 

generates concentrated and pure water streams by thermal separation, and PRO, which converts 

the mixing energy to electricity through a hydro-turbine (Lin et al. 2014). Fig. 13 shows the 

different compounds of the PRO-MD hybrid system. Results indicate that the hybrid PRO-MD 

system can theoretically achieve an energy efficiency of 9.8% (81.6% of the Carnot efficiency) 

with hot and cold working temperatures of 60 and 20 °C, respectively, and a working solution 

of 1.0 M NaCl. When mass and heat transfer kinetics are limited, conditions that more closely 

represent actual operations, the practical energy efficiency will be lower than the theoretically 

achievable efficiency. 

Streams S10 and S13 enter the PRO module as the high concentration draw solution and 

distilled water feed solution streams (“D” and “F” in Fig. 13, respectively) in co-current mode 

with the draw solution chamber under a constant hydraulic pressure, pPRO. The PRO system 

generates power when a portion of the exit draw solution stream (S16), at the PRO working 
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pressure (pPRO), is depressurized through the hydro-turbine to become S19 at atmospheric 

pressure (p0). To maintain continuous operation, a pressure exchanger (PX) is used to change 

the heightened pressure of S14 to the incoming draw solution stream S8. 

 

 

 

Fig. 13: Schematic diagram of a PRO-MD hybrid system for harvesting low-grade heat 
energy adopted by Lin et al.  Heat exchanger (HX).  Pressure exchanger. (PX) turbine (TB). 

(Lin et al. 2014). 
 
 

Altaee et al. (2014) proposed an integrated PRO-RO system for power generation and seawater 

desalination (Fig. 14) .Different feed and draw water solution concentrations were studied. 

Results show that the increase in the feed solution concentration leads to a decrease of the 

permeate flow rate. Moreover, the study shows that a higher permeate flow rate was achieved 

through increasing the draw solution flow rate, while increasing the feed solution flow rate had 

a negligible impact on the permeate flow rate. However, the increase of the draw solution flow 

rate increases the concentration of RO and the power consumption without any tangible 

improvement in the system performance. Another configuration was investigated by Altaee and 

Hilal (2014), including Forward Osmosis and Pressure Retarded Osmosis. Two configurations 

were adopted: PRO-FO and FO-PRO systems, as shown in Fig. 15, using a hyper-saline 

solution and wastewater effluent as the draw and feed solutions respectively. The study showed 

that the efficiency of the PRO-FO design is higher than that of the FO-PRO design in terms of 

the power generation. They also tested the effect of the feed solution flow rate, and the results 

revealed that its effect on the performance of the FO membrane was negligible. 

 

 

 

Fig. 14: Schematic diagram of the PRO–RO system for combined power generation and 
seawater desalination adopted by Altaee et al. (2014) 

 

 

 

Fig. 15: Schematic diagram of the FO-PRO system for combined power generation and water 
treatment desalination adopted by Altaee and Hilal (2014). 
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Touati et al (2014) investigated the feasibility of coupling PRO with the multi-effect distillation 

process (MED) to produce fresh water and energy. The study was based on exploiting the hot 

brine coming up from the MED, which can improve the performance of the PRO. The hot brine 

issuing from the desalination unit is used to raise the temperature of the feed water of the PRO 

(municipal wastewater) using a heat exchanger. Results show that increasing the temperature 

leads to a better performance of the process. Increasing the temperature will lead to a change in 

the physiochemical properties of both the membrane and the solution, which can directly 

influence the osmotic membrane’s performance. The result can be justified by the fact that the 

change in the physical parameters of the two streams, caused by the rise in temperature, 

improves the water flux crossing the membrane. In fact, the rise in temperature reduces the 

viscosity of the water at the surface of the membrane and increases the diffusivity of the water. 

Around 10% of the energy can be recovered at 40°C, compared with 7% at 20°C.  The 

extrapolations showed that more than 14% of the energy can be recovered at a high brine 

temperature (60°C). 

 

 

Figure 16: Basic Concept of the Pressure-Retarded Osmosis process for osmotic energy 
recovery of MED brines proposed by Touati et al. (2014). 

 

 

He et al. (2014) investigated the feasibility of a reverse osmosis desalination system powered 

by a stand-alone salinity driven pressure retarded osmosis technology (Fig. 17). A Feasible 

Condition number (FC) was introduced to study the feasibility of the system. The FC equation 

takes into consideration the efficiency of all the components in the hybrid RO–PRO: 

 

𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶 =
∆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃�(1−𝑌𝑌)�𝜂𝜂𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻−

𝜂𝜂𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷
𝜂𝜂𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃
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∆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃�
1−𝜂𝜂𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷(1−𝑌𝑌)
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�

  (23) 

 

where 𝜂𝜂𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃  , 𝜂𝜂𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷 and 𝜂𝜂𝐻𝐻𝛽𝛽  are the efficiencies of HP, ERD, and  HT, respectively. Y is the RO 

water recovery. A high value of the FC means a better feasibility of the system. Results show 

that a lower RO water recovery and a higher ratio of the PRO feed volumetric flow rate to the 

combined PRO feed and draw flow rates improve the stand-alone feasibility of the hybrid 

system and the feasible range of the dimensionless water permeation. A higher applied 

hydraulic pressure, but a lower membrane area, is required to achieve the optimum FC numbers 
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at the lower dimensionless water permeation rates at the same RO water recovery. However, 

the study did not take into consideration the effect of the concentration polarization and the salt 

reverse flux on the performance of the RO-PRO system. 

 

 

 

Fig 17: Schematic diagram of an RO-PRO hybrid system adopted by He et al. (2014) 

 

In another study, He et al. (2015) discussed the performance of the two-stage PRO design. Four 

configurations were studied and compared to a single-stage PRO performance. According to 

different flow schemes between the two PRO stages in a “TwoPRO”, the four configurations 

are defined as: CDCF, DDDF, CDDF, and DDCF (Fig. 18), in which ‘D’ and ‘F’ in each PRO 

module represent the draw and feed solution flow channels, respectively. Among the 

configurations, ‘C’ is shortened for the continuous treatment, which means the solution is 

treated continuously by the two stages;  ‘D’ is shortened for the divided treatment, in which the 

solution is divided before it flows into the first stage and treated separately in each stage. As an 

example: in the DDCF configuration, the DS solution is divided into two branches and flows 

into the two stages separately as the high concentration solution.  In the case of CDCF, both 

feed and draw solutions are connected in series and the salinity gradients are continuously 

treated in two stages. It is noted that, although CDCF has an advantageous energy capacity in 

all dimensionless flow rates, its magnitudes are different with respect to the dimensionless flow 

rate. The maximum energy surplus of the CDCF configuration is reached between the 

dimensionless flow ratios of 0.5 and 0.6. In the DDDF configuration, two streams of the DS 

and the FS are divided at the beginning and are treated separately by the two PRO modules. It 

was noted that the performance of the DDDF configuration is worse than that of the single-

stage PRO plant in terms of extractable energy. 

In the configurations CDDF and DDCF, only one stream, either the draw or feed solutions, 

needs to be considered in the flow distribution. Results showed that CDDF and DDCF have 

advantageous energy capacity under fixed dimensionless flow rate as compared to that of the 

single PRO. 

 

 

Fig. 18: Schematic diagram of the four possible configurations of the “TwoPRO” process 
proposed by He et al. (2015) 
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Lee et al. (2015) investigated the integration of PRO with a multi-stage vacuum membrane 

distillation (MVMD) to produce power and freshwater.  Fig. 19 shows the configuration 

adopted by them. The MVMD system employs a recycling flow scheme (MVDM-R) for the 

continuous production of both distillate water and highly concentrated brine. The concentrated 

brine that is produced from the MVMD-R system is then used as a draw solution for power 

generation in the PRO system, and the feed solution was river water. A power density of 

9.7W/m2 was achieved under feed and draw solution flow rates of 0.5 kg/min and a constant 

hydraulic pressure difference of 13 bars. 

 

 
Fig. 19: The schematic of the hybrid MVMD-R-PRO system proposed by Lee et al. (2015). 

 
In the same year, the integration of PRO in Membrane Distillation system (MD-PRO) was 

investigated to produce energy and potable water (Han et al. 2015). The experiments were 

carried out with synthetic solutions. A TFC (PES) PRO membrane was used to produce 31W/m2 

using 2M NaCl solution as draw solution against fresh water as feed solution. It was found that 

MD-PRO process may introduce several advantages such as high water recovery rate, huge 

osmotic power generation, and well-controlled membrane fouling.   

Of course thermal desalination processes are still an important factor in desalination market, 

however, most attention is still given to RO-PRO hybrid system for potable water production. 

One of the recent research realized revealed that 1.14 kWh/m3 can be generated for a 50% 

recovery seawater RO plant, using wastewater as the feed solution in PRO (Wan et al. 2016). 

Based on pressure exchangers and high pressure pump positions (Fig.20), about 35% of RO 

energy consumption can be recovered. 

 

 

 
Fig. 20: SWRO-PRO process proposed by Wan et al. 2016 

5. PRO limitations and suggested solutions 

As with other pressure-driven processes, PRO is limited by concentration polarization, reverse 

salt diffusion, and other factors that reduce the water flux and the membrane durability. These 

are now discussed. 

 

5.1.Membrane fouling 
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Membrane fouling is caused by the convective or diffusive transport of suspended or colloidal 

matter or by biological growth (the so-called bio-fouling). An existing fouling layer increases 

the overall resistance to mass transfer, so the overall performance decreases significantly. In 

addition, membrane fouling increases pressure loss along the membrane, while rejection is 

decreased (Fritzmann et al. 2007). 

The first study of PRO membrane fouling was carried out by She et al. (2013). The investigation 

showed the important effect of the bivalent salt flux diffusion on membrane fouling. In fact, the 

diffusion of calcium and magnesium from the draw solution to the feed solution increases the 

fouling process, due to the fact that those ions form interactions with organic foulants which 

enhance the membrane fouling. The increase of the draw solution concentration leads to the 

increase of the salt diffusion, thus increasing the membrane fouling. In this respect, She et al. 

claimed that the concept known in RO as “the critical flux” can be used in PRO as “the critical 

draw solution concentration”. 

A study made by W.R. Thelin et al. (2013) shows that water flux decline did correlate against 

accumulated natural organic matter (NOM) load and was independent of the concentration of 

NOM in the fresh water feed. Also, it was noted that the rate of flux decline as a function of 

accumulated NOM load depends on the type of membrane that was applied for the experiments. 

The study of the effect of the ionic strength revealed that even though it does have an impact 

on the fouling propensity, the effect of the ionic strength did not explain the differences found 

in fouling prosperity for different membrane types. Thelin et al. claimed that there is a strong 

correlation between PRO membrane characteristics and the fouling prosperity. Therefore, 

Thelin et al. proposed that the mechanism of fouling is due to NOM accumulation within the 

porous support and cake formation at the surface of the support membrane (Fig. 21). To face 

the problem of organic fouling, the authors suggested reducing the fouling potential of the feed 

water by pretreatment, mitigating the fouling propensity of the membrane by improving 

structural properties and reducing its affinity towards foulants in the feed water, mitigating the 

development of fouling backwashing and chemical cleaning. 

 

 

 

Fig. 21: NOM cake layer formation on the surface of PRO membrane porous layer.  

 

During further work, Yip and Elimelech (2013) studied the effect of natural organic matter 

fouling (NOM) and backwashing on PRO performance. They claimed that NOM is able to pass 
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through the porous layer and become blocked in the active-porous interface. Thus, two cake 

layers can be formed: i) on the Surface of the support layer, ii) in the active-porous interface. 

Results revealed that the NOM deposited in the membrane causes severe escalation in the 

membrane’s hydraulic resistance, thus lowering water permeability and detrimentally reducing 

water productivity in PRO. The study of backwashing shows that it is able to restore a part of 

the initial membrane performance due to its ability to totally remove the NOM deposited in the 

active-porous layer (Fig. 22). Chen et al. (2015) investigated the effect of the hydraulic pressure 

on PRO fouling by gypsum scalants, sodium alginate, and combined foulants using a hollow 

fiber membrane. The significant alginate fouling was observed under ultrahigh hydraulic 

pressures (ΔP>18 bars), whereas the gypsum scaling was inhibited.  Results indicated that the 

reverse salt flux resulted in a faster rate of alginate fouling, but a limited gypsum scaling. 

Combined fouling was severe with the co-existence of gypsum crystals and alginate under 0 

bar. They attributed this behavior to the fact that the fouling could be enhanced by a high reverse 

salt flux under 18 bars because the reverse sodium ions induced significant concentration 

polarization near the membrane surface and calcium ions bridged alginate gelation.  In the 

combined fouling experiments, the membranes were conditioned by one of the foulants 

followed by the other; Chen et al. suggested that such conditioning could increase the rate of 

combined fouling because of the change in the membrane’s surface chemistry. The study of the 

co-existence of gypsum crystals and alginate under 0 bar led to synergistic combined fouling 

and resulted in a greater flux decline than the sum of individual fouling. However, under high 

pressure PRO tests, gypsum-alginate synergistic fouling was not observed, as the increased 

reverse salt flux inhibited the formation of gypsum crystals. Consequently, Chen et al. 

concluded that alginate fouling could be the dominant fouling mechanism for both alginate 

conditioning and scalant fouling, but scalant conditioning and then alginate fouling for PRO 

processes under 8 bar and 18 bar. Thus, the removal of alginate type foulants from the feed 

water stream may become necessary for a good PRO performance under high pressures. A 

recent study revealed that the use of thick feed spacers can be useful to reduce the biofouling 

of the FO membrane (Valladares et al. 2014). The result can be extended to PRO membranes. 

Another recent study revealed that membrane fouling can be caused by phosphate salts and 

silica (Chen et al. 2016). Fouling mitigation was carried out by addition of EDTA. In fact, 

EDTA complex calcium and magnesium ions, which are able to form a complex with phosphate 

ions, and inhibits membrane fouling by phosphate salts. In addition, it was shown that the 

variation of the pH also provide a solution for fouling and scaling prevention. However, the 

decrease of pH under 6.0 can cause membrane fouling by iron oxides. This probability was not 
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discussed by the authors. Some relevant studies were realized with FO membranes to reduce 

the effect of fouling (Han et al. 2012a, Han et al 2012b). These works aim to increase the water 

flux and decrease the salt passage due to the hydrophilic characteristic of the membrane support 

layer. The results showed a decrease of ICP, therefore, the increase of the water flux. Such ideas 

can be extended to power generation applications to enhance PRO membranes performance due 

to the fact that PRO and FO membranes have similar characteristics. 

 

 

Fig. 22: Effect of backwashing on reducing NOM fouling in PRO membrane. 

 

 

5.2.Membrane scaling 

Scaling of the membrane is caused by the super-saturation of inorganic compounds 

concentrated on the feed side. Super-saturated salts can precipitate on the membrane surface, 

building a thin layer that hinders mass transfer through the membrane (Fritzmann et al. 2007). 

PRO membrane scaling is not yet well studied: only one published paper was found treating 

this subject. Zhang et al. (2014) investigated the role of membrane scaling in reducing PRO 

performance. It was found that the chemistries of the feed and draw solutions play a determinant 

role in membrane scaling. The existence of precursor ions (i.e., Ca2+ and SO4
2-) may trigger the 

gypsum precipitation because of the migration of these ions from the draw solution to the feed 

solution by means of salt reverse flux. Hence, the increase in operating pressure leads to the 

increase in salt reverse diffusion; therefore, the risk of gypsum precipitation increases. Zhang 

et al. suggested that if scaling precursors can enter the porous support layer, either by convection 

from the bulk feed solution or by diffusion from the draw solution, the internal concentration 

polarization of both convected and reverse diffused scaling precursors leads to an elevated 

saturation index inside the porous support layer, and thus internal scaling. If the bulk feed 

solution is oversaturated, external scaling can also occur in addition to internal scaling (Fig. 

23). As a solution, the authors claimed that the orientation -active layer facing the feed solution- 

can reduce the concentration of the scaling precursor. However, it is not clear how this will 

affect the power density and the overall performance. Moreover, the control of the salt reverse 

diffusion by providing a good mechanical stability of the PRO membranes can reduce the risk 

of scaling. 
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Fig. 23: PRO scaling mechanisms. The subscript (i) refers to the precursor (i). Zhang et al. 
(2014) 

 

5.3.Concentration polarization 

As mentioned before, Concentration Polarization is one of the major factors that affect the 

performance of the PRO process. Several works had been carried out to study the impact of this 

phenomenon on the water flux and the power density. It was noted that the concentration 

polarization depends on the hydrodynamics, the membrane orientation, the membrane design, 

and the operating conditions (temperature, pressure, solution concentrations, solution 

composition…etc.). The internal concentration polarization (ICP) is generally more severe than 

the external concentration polarization (ECP). To reduce the effect of the ICP, it is necessary 

to build membranes with the thinnest support layer possible. The effect of the ECP can be 

mitigated by increasing the cross flow velocity and the operating temperature. 

 

5.4.Membrane deformation 

One of the main causes of reduced performance in the PRO process is the membrane 

deformation caused by the hydraulic pressure. Some investigations show that the membrane 

deformation significantly reduces the water flux (She et al. 2013), with some membranes 

collapsing at high pressures. Using spacers with a high opening size aggravates the membrane 

deformation. As presented in the previous section, several research groups are working in the 

development of robust membranes to withstand high pressure. The use of a moderate opening 

size of a thick spacer can be beneficial to reduce membrane deformation. 

 

6. PRO energy cost 

Theoretically, PRO can be a competitive source of energy compared to other renewable 

energies; for example, compared with other forms of ocean energy, osmotic power cost is 

similar to ocean energy sources, such as tidal energy (Skilhagen 2012). In fact, under a constant 

supply of feed and draw solutions, osmotic power plants could operate continuously for more 

than 8000 h annually (24 hours/day, 7days/week) (Merdawi et al. 2014). Experimental results 

at laboratory scale show a good performance of the technique. However, the cost perspective 
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for full-scale PRO power plants is still uncertain due to the absence of large- scale plants to 

validate cost assumptions. It is therefore only possible to make projections of costs based on 

current knowledge and suppositions about the development of the key components of these 

technologies. Key components affecting the capital, operation, and maintenance costs are the 

membranes (including replacement over the life-time of the project), the pre-treatments and the 

pumping of water. It has been estimated that membranes would account for up to 30% of total 

capital costs because the cost of PRO membranes is 3 times higher than other commercial 

membranes (Kempener and Neumann 2014). Another study shows that the intake and outfall 

systems, pre-treatment facilities, and membranes, all combined, would account for around 75% 

of the cost (Valladares et al. 2014). 

Nowadays, the price of the commercialized membranes is high, so the viability of the process 

is affected. The current membrane price is around 5€/m2, but perspectives reported that this 

price would decrease to 2 €/m2 within a few years. Fig. 24 shows the decrease of membrane 

prices from the early 1990’s till now. However, the membrane price is not the only factor that 

should be taken into consideration; its performance and durability should also be considered. 

Cheap membranes with low durability and performance are not beneficial for the process. As a 

comparison, Achili et al. (2010) showed that if the membrane durability is up to 10 years, the 

revenue is almost 10 times that of a membrane of only 1 year of durability. Concerning the 

membrane’s performance, the difference between the membrane costs for a 1W/m2 PRO plant 

and for a 5W/m2 PRO plant would be approximately 500 million$ for a 20MW capacity power 

plant, assuming a cost per unit area of installed membrane of 30$. 

Another important factor that can affect the energy production price is the power plant capacity. 

Kleiterp (2012) analyzed the capital and unit energy costs for both 25 and 200MW osmotic 

power plants in the Netherlands using a membrane output of 2.4W/m2. Perspectives revealed 

that a unit energy cost of 1.21$ / kWh resulted from the 25MWosmotic power plant analysis, 

and 1.0$/kWh from the 200 MW plant. 

Several studies revealed that energy production is affected by the nature of the sources used. 

As an example: Tanioka et al. (2012) reported that the energy cost using freshwater vs brine is 

0.16€/kWh, whereas Dinger et al. (2012) reported a cost of 0.18$/kWh using freshwater vs 

seawater. 

It should be noted that the cost also depends on the nature of the installation: stand-alone PRO 

plant cost should be higher compared to hybrid installation. Cost projections for the year 2020 

vary between 0.08 €/kWh and 0.15 /kWh (Genné et al. 2011). On the other hand, costs for 

hybrid installations are estimated to be 0.11€/kWh [99]. A detailed cost calculation made by 
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Stenzel (2012), based on simulations of plants near existing installations in Germany, 

demonstrate that besides the cost of membranes and pre-treatment of water, the local site 

conditions are of particular relevance, for example: to what extent can the plant use the already 

available infrastructure? 

Hopefully, the performance of PRO membranes is improving. Researchers are producing 

membranes with a high performance under bench-scale tests. Without doubt, this improvement 

will decrease the energy cost due to the considerable contribution of the membrane cost in the 

energy production cost. The development of desalination processes enhances the development 

of the PRO process because of the resemblance between the two techniques in terms of theory 

and components used. Consequently, the development of the desalination process and its 

equipment (pressure exchangers, spacers, pumps, vessels, etc.) can be useful for PRO with 

small modifications for process adaptation.  

Other important factors are the pre-treatment and pumping: they could require a relatively large 

amount of energy with a high cost. These costs need to be brought down to make the 

installations more efficient. Hydro-Quebec Canada and Statkraft concluded a memorandum of 

understanding with the purpose of reducing these costs.  

The energy cost is strongly related to the power density produced using available membranes. 

In fact, low power densities will require a large membrane surface to overcome the insufficient 

PRO membrane performance. As an example, for two membranes with achievable power 

densities of 1W/m2 and 5W/m2 respectively, the resulting capital costs are, respectively, 

$20,000/kW and $4000/kW. The International  Renewable Energy Agency reports installation 

costs of onshore wind farms varying from $1,700 to $2,450/kW 1063 [93], whereas Hinkley et 

al. [94] reports installation costs for solar power in the order of $6,800 to $7,700 kW-1 1064 . 

Consequently, the capital cost using a membrane power density of 1W/m2 is far above those 

associated with wind and solar powers. Then, osmotic power generation cannot be considered 

as a competitive source of energy only if the power density of 5 W/m-2 combined with low 

membrane cost. 

Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE) is one of the utility industry’s primary metrics for the cost 

of electricity produced by a generator. It is calculated by accounting for all of a system’s 

expected lifetime costs (including construction, financing, fuel, maintenance, taxes, insurance 

and incentives), which are then divided by the system’s lifetime expected power output (kWh) 

(U.S. Energy Information Administration 2014). As a financial tool, LCOE is very valuable for 

the comparison of various generation options. A relatively low LCOE means that electricity is 

being produced at a low cost, with higher returns likely for the investor. Statkraft estimated that 
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the future LCOE for salinity gradient power may fall in the same range as other more mature 

renewable technologies, such as wind, based on their current hydropower knowledge, general 

desalination (reverse osmosis) engineering and specific membrane technology (Lewis et al. 

2011). Achieving competitive costs will, however, be dependent on the development of reliable, 

large-scale and low-cost membranes. Statkraft estimated that investment costs will be much 

higher than other RE technologies, but that capacity factors could be very high, with 8,000 

hours of operation annually. A recent study developed by Naghiloo et al. (2015), investigating 

the feasibility of 25 MW osmotic power plant installation on the Bahmanshir River (Iran), found 

that the capital cost to build the plant was 117.6 M€ for a net energy production of 138.75 

GWh/yr, assuming an efficiency of 63.3%. Naghiloo et al. found that modeling results indicate 

that, for a 15 year return on investment, an annual increase in purchase price of electricity of 

10% and a constant interest rate of 6%, the sale price of electricity should be 0.41 €/kWh, quite 

expensive compared to other renewable sources (0.09€/kWh). According to Naghiloo et al. 

(2015), this high price was due to the high capital cost of the intake and outfall system (61.5% 

of the cost), and the pre-treatment (28.4%). 

Thus, to make this installation commercially viable, intake and outfall system costs and 

pretreatment system costs should be reduced. Economic analysis was performed for this PRO 

plant Project. Unfortunately, obtained showed that construction of this power plants will not be 

attractive for private sector investors with the market energy prices. 

 

 

 

Fig. 24: Decrease of membrane price (Kleiterp 2012). 

 

Table 3: Estimated energy production cost for different PRO power plants. 

 

 

7. Environmental impact 

Pressure retarded osmosis is a renewable energy source without any emissions of CO2. Mono 

nitrogen oxides (NOX) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are also absent and the 

installations are not important sources of noise (Kempener and Neumann 2014). The mixing of 

seawater and freshwater is a process that occurs in nature all over the world. Interestingly, most 

rivers around the globe run into the ocean in a city or an industrial area. This means that most 
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of the osmotic power potential can be utilized without constructing power plants in natural 

areas. It was demonstrated in a previous study that the cumulative rejection of the desalination 

units of brine into the sea can induce bad effects on the local aquatic environment (Fernandez 

et al 2005, Raventos et al 2006). As shown in the previous section, the PRO process can be 

coupled to a desalination plant by using the desalination plant’s brine as a draw solution. Thus, 

this brine will be diluted before being released into the sea, which mitigates its effect on nature. 

On the other hand, in heavily industrialized areas, it is possible that an osmotic power plant can 

improve the environmental conditions by the use of their rejected brine (Kempener and 

Neumann 2014). In addition, osmotic power plants are usually described as requiring a 

relatively small footprint area and can be constructed partly or completely underground and 

would thus fit very well into the local environment (Kempener and Neumann 2014). The 

environmental impact of power plants located at the mouths of rivers can be minimized, thereby 

respecting the ecological conditions of estuaries and rivers. An environmental optimization and 

pre-environmental impact assessment of an osmotic power plant located at a river outlet has 

been compensated by a combination of environmental flow requirements for the river and the 

osmotic power plant and environmental engineering of intake and outlet of brackish water. 

However, some studies revealed that a PRO power plant can have a limited effect on the local 

environment. In fact, like RO plants, the problems of concentration polarization, fouling and 

scaling require chemical cleaning that affects the properties of the brackish water released into 

the environment. Hopefully, biological investigations made by Statkraft have shown that there 

were no impacts of the discharge water on the local benthic communities in the last 3 years 

(Kleverud et al. 2012). Another study showed that the surface temperature of the water where 

the PRO brackish water will be released can be slightly affected due to the temperature 

difference between the discharge and the water at the surface (Staalstrom et al. 2012). Another 

important environmental impact that should be taken into account is the large amount of fresh 

water that can be used by PRO power plants. Investigation reports have said that only around 

2.5% of global water is freshwater and only 1.5% is directly accessible for human uses, while 

70% of it is used for agricultural issues (The United Nations World Water Development, 2009). 

The intensive use of fresh water for power generation can worsen water scarcity in the future. 

Fortunately, PRO could reduce global greenhouse gas emissions by 2741 megatons by 2030 

under accelerated environmental policies, according to the International Energy Agency. 

European Union leaders have agreed on a binding target of cutting emissions by 40% on 1990 

levels by 2030 (Francisco et al 2014). Annual coal-fired generation is projected to double from 

7,400 TWh in 2006 to 9,500 TWh in 2015 and 13,600 TWh in 2030. Replacing current and 
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planned coal-fired power plants with salinity power plants (40% of energy conversion) could 

reduce global greenhouse gas emissions by 10 Pg CO2-eq/year (~ 1010 tonnes/year). This 

means a potential reduction of 40% of current global energy-related greenhouse gas emissions. 

8. Final considerations and Conclusions 

The current paper reviews Pressure Retarded Osmosis as a source of renewable energy that can 

be part of the solution for energy scarcity due to its ability to generate a controllable supply of 

power and its low environmental impact. PRO technology is advancing rapidly and has become 

the interest of several research groups. At a theoretical level, precise mathematical models have 

been developed to predict the power density, giving a good correlation with experimental 

results. Experimentally, the technique is advancing with the development of specific 

membranes. PRO is financially viable when a minimum power density of 5Wm-2 is produced. 

This value is reachable at laboratory scale, but unfortunately, this minimum power density is 

not yet accessible for large scale power plants due to the fact that intrinsic PRO membranes are 

not yet commercialized.   

Like any other osmotic membrane process, many manipulation problems can be faced in PRO, 

such as fouling, scaling and membrane deterioration. For real PRO applications, the PRO 

membranes should be configured into modules. However, only limited studies have been 

reported to investigate what kind of membrane modules could achieve high efficiency and 

power output. The conventional module designs for current water treatments show severe 

limitations for PRO applications in terms of spacer, internal flow pattern, pressure loss, 

membrane area, and membrane deformation. In addition, several precautions should be taken 

to mitigate these problems, such as the optimization of operating conditions and the 

improvement of the membrane characteristics. More precisely, one of the most important 

challenges in PRO process is the improvement of membranes. In fact, several studies revealed 

that the ICP severely reduces the energy produced because it reduces the osmotic pressure 

difference. The effect of internal concentration polarization is quantified using the structural 

parameter of the support layer (s), which is dependent on the support layer characteristics 

(thickness, tortuosity, and porosity). To mitigate the effect of ICP, researches should be 

focusing in decreasing the membrane thickness, lowering the tortuosity, and increasing the 

porosity all with maintaining a good mechanical stability because the PRO membranes are 

subject of high pressure application to prevent membrane deterioration. In addition, the 

structure of membrane spacers should be optimized to guaranty membrane stability, reduce 

fouling, minimize the pressure drop and enhance hydrodynamics at the membrane surface. 
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At chemical scale, a good choice of draw and feed solutions is a key parameter in PRO process; 

higher concentration gradients with a greater extractable energy density can improve the 

feasibility of PRO. Many reports revealed that hypersaline water such as the Great Salt Lake 

and The Dead Sea represents a source of higher extractable specific energy that may allow 

systems to overcome the energetic costs of operation and have a significant net energy output. 

One of the advantages of PRO use is its ability to be integrated in desalination processes. 

Several researches realized to study the feasibility of PRO integration in desalination industry 

were discussed in this work. One of the major drawbacks of seawater desalination is the 

relatively high energy input required compared to conventional fresh water treatment. 

Theoretical investigations of RO-PRO hybrid systems showed that PRO brings additional 

power into the system by recovering the energy available from the brine and reduces its salinity 

which minimizes the environmental impact.  

In theory, many reports have focused on the perspectives of the energy cost using PRO: the lack 

of full-scale PRO power plants in operation makes the estimation of this cost difficult. The 

studies discussed in this paper report that the energy cost is mainly affected by membrane cost 

and performance, the plant capacity and location, and the associated cost of pretreatment and 

pumping. Reducing the energy cost is one of the important challenges to make PRO 

competitive.  

Environmental studies discussed in this paper have revealed that PRO has a low impact. In fact, 

PRO can be beneficial in reducing the environmental impact of brines rejected by desalination 

plants.  
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Table 1: Experimental results using flat-sheet PRO membranes under different operating conditions. 

Membrane Feed water concentration Draw water concentration Pressure (bar) Power density (W/m2) References 

CTA DI* 1M 9.7 5.1 (Achilli et al. 2009) 

CTA 0.04M 1M 9.7 4 (Achilli et al. 2009) 

CTA DI 1M 9.7 5.1 (Achilli et al. 2009) 

CA DI 1M 8.2 1.6 (She et al. 2012) 

CA 0.1M 1M 13 3.8 (She et al. 2012) 

CA 0.1M 2M 13 6.7 (She et al. 2012) 

CA DI 1M 8 2.25 (Schiestel et al. 2012) 

CTA 0.5M 1M 9.3 0.73 (Kim and Elimelech 2013) 

CTA 0.5M 2M 21.6 2.1 (Kim and Elimelech 2013) 

TFC DI 0.5M 12 10 (Yip et al. 2011) 

Matrimid TFC DI 1M 15 12 (Han et al 2013) 

PAN-TFC DI 0.6M 10 2.6 (Zhang et al. 2013) 

Matrimid TFC DI 0.6M 13 9 (Han et al 2013) 

SiO2/PAN-TNC 80mM 1.06M 24 15.2 (Song et al. 2013) 

PAN-mTFC DI 0.6M 10 8.0 (Bui et al. 2014) 

PAN-pTFC DI 0.6M 8.3 6.2 (Bui et al. 2014) 

TFC (FO) DI 3M 48 60 (Straub et al. 2014) 



 

Table 2: Experimental results using hollow fiber PRO membranes under different operating conditions 
 

Membrane Feed water concentration Draw water concentration Pressure (bar) Power density (W/m2) References 

PES-TFC 0.04M 1M 5.1 6.2 (Chou et al. 2012) 

Matrimid-TFC DI 1M 16 14 (Han et al. 2013) 

PEI-TFC 0.001M 1M 15 20.9 (Chou et al. 2013) 

Matrimid-TFC DI 1M 15 16.5 (Han et al. 2014) 

PES TFC DI 0.6M 6 1.62 (Ingole et al. 2014) 

P84 TFC DI 1M 21 12 (Li et al. 2014) 

Modified PES-TFC DI 1M 20 24.3 (Zhang et al. 2014) 

PBI/POSS–

PAN/PVP dual-

layer 

10mM 1M 15 5.1 (Fu et al. 2014) 

*DI: deionized water 

 

 

*DI: deionized water     



Table 3: Estimated energy production cost for different PRO power plants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feed solution Draw solution Energy cost ($/kWh) References 

RO Desalination brine brine from Dead sea 0.07 (Loeb 1998) 

river water brine from Great Salt Lake 0.09 (Loeb 2001) 

freshwater seawater 0.18 (Dinger et al. 2012) 

freshwater seawater 0.09–0.16 (Skilhagen 2012) 

freshwater brine from desalination 0.16 (Tanioka et al. 2012) 

freshwater  seawater 0.07–0.12 (Kleiterp 2012) 

    freshwater  seawater 0.045 (Sharif et al. 2014) 

freshwater brine from desalination plant 0.13 (Stenzel 2012) 

freshwater  seawater 0.33 (Stenzel 2012) 

freshwater  seawater 0.13-0.26 (Kleverud et al. 2012) 

river water Persian Gulf 0.47 (Naghiloo et al. 2015) 



 

 

 Fig. 1 Representation of solvent flow in FO, PRO, and RO. Membrane orientation is 
indicated in each system by the thick black line representing the membrane’s active layer. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Theoretically available amount of energy (MJ) from mixing 1m3 of 
a diluted and 1m3 of a concentrated sodium chloride solution (T = 293 K).  
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Fig. 3: Schematic of a PRO power plant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: schematic representation of the concentration profile over the membrane, and the 
directions of the water flux Jw and the salt flux Js across a PRO membrane at steady state. 

ICP, Concentrative and Dilutive ECP are also shown here.  
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Fig. 5: Magnitude and direction of Jw for FO, PRO, and RO and magnitude of W for PRO in 

an ideal case. 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Schematic diagram of the pilot PRO plant, constructed by Statkraft. 

 

 



 
Fig. 7: Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photos of Cellulose Acetate PRO membrane 

developed by Schiestel.  
 

 

 
Fig. 8: SEM cross-section of the Polyamide/polyacrylonitrile (PAN) substrates made from 

two polymer concentrations developed by Zhang et al. (2013). 
 
 



 
Fig. 9: SEM of the cross-section and surface morphologies of the PES hollow fiber supports 

developed by Zhang et al. (2014). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10: Schematic of Mega-ton RO-PRO hybrid. 

 

 

 



 
Fig. 11: Schematic of four RO-PRO hybrid systems proposed by Kim et al.  

 

 

Fig. 12: Schematic of RO-PRO hybrid adopted by Achili et al.  

 



 
Fig. 13: Schematic diagram of a PRO-MD hybrid system for harvesting low-grade heat 

energy adopted by Lin et al.  Heat exchanger (HX).  Pressure exchanger. (PX) turbine (TB).  
 

 
Fig. 14: Schematic diagram of the PRO–RO system for combined power generation and 

seawater desalination adopted by Altaee et al.  
 
 



 

 
Fig. 15: Schematic diagram of the FO-PRO system for combined power generation and water 

treatment desalination adopted by Altaee et al.  
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Figure 16: Basic Concept of the Pressure-Retarded Osmosis process for osmotic energy 
recovery of MED brines proposed by Touati et al. 



 

 
Fig 17: Schematic diagram of an RO-PRO hybrid system adopted by He et al.  

 

 
Fig. 18: Schematic diagram of the four possible configurations of the “TwoPRO” process 

proposed by He et al.  

 



 
Fig. 19: The schematic of the hybrid MVMD-R-PRO system proposed by Lee et al.  

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 20: SWRO-PRO process proposed by Wan et al. 2016 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 21: NOM cake layer formation on the surface of PRO membrane porous layer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 22: Effect of backwashing on reducing NOM fouling in PRO membrane 
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Fig. 23: PRO scaling mechanisms. The subscript (i) refers to the precursor (i). Zhang et al. 

(2014). 
 

 

 
Fig. 24: Decrease of membrane price . 
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